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I didn’t know you were a writer. 

For much of my adult life I’ve been writing one thing or another. I’ve written ads, news stories, 
puppet plays, short stories, and countless critiques of public speaking pupils. I’ve written poetry 
and other non-fiction works. I’ve written thousands of love notes to my lover and left them on her 
pillow, or by the sink, or coffee table, or pinned to an article of her clothing. When I retired due to 
my physical disability I thought I’d spend my time writing ebooks. 

But before I started writing my first ebook I checked various blogs and web sites whose content 
revolved around ebooks, ebook marketing, writing and editing, and found three common threads 
throughout; 1) few authors liked marketing; 2) even fewer were happy with their sales; 3) every 
author was infatuated with their work and was sure he/she had written the next best seller. 

Reality check number one. 50% of ebook authors earn less than $500.00 per year. You read 
right; 500 dollars per year. (Source listed in Appendix here.) 

Why? 

Answer is hardly anybody buys their ebooks, not even their friends. Okay, that is pretty 
simplistic and tad sarcastic, but the fact is there are millions of people writing ebooks. Unless 
potential readers know about you and like your writing you are not going to sell even 5 ebooks a 
month. 

Why? 

Answer is number 1 above; few authors like marketing. 

I don’t know who originated the phrase, maybe it was me but I’m old and can’t remember, but 
someone said “Writing is easy, marketing is the hard part.” That is a very true statement and I 
sure wish I’d said it. 

Do I earn more than $500.00 a year selling ebooks at those prices? Yes. A lot more? None of 
your business. 

What did I do to earn more than most ebook authors? This ebook will outline what I did at the 
beginning, and do to this day, to earn a steady above average ebook income. 

The majority of my ebooks as of this writing sell for under $2.99. On Amazon I earn 35% royalty 
on any ebook under $2.99. On Smashwords I earn 85% on ebooks sold there no matter what 
the price, and 60% on ebooks sold through Smashwords retailers like Apple, Barnes & Noble, 
Kobo, and Sony. You do the math. 

Why do I price my ebooks so low when the lowest price on Amazon is $2.99 if you want to earn 
70% royalty? The bulk of my ebooks are picture ebooks for children or puzzle ebooks. They are 
not 100,000 word fiction ebooks and therefore didn’t take me years to write, edit, rewrite, edit, 
rewrite, edit, and proofread. 



Later on I’ll give you some data on word length and sales of ebooks, and which lengths are most 
popular among readers. 

Do I spend a lot of time marketing my ebooks on social networks, my web site, forums, other 
media? No. I spend at the most 2 to 2.5 hours a week marketing my works. 

To clarify what I mean by marketing, I mean actually promoting my ebooks somewhere 
somehow. I don’t consider marketing when I post something of interest to me on my blog, on a 
forum or social networking site. I spend perhaps another 3- 5 hours a week - on average - 
posting things of interest to me. Some weeks may be 10 hours, other weeks may be zero hours. 

I may spend 2 hours a day or more managing the Smashwords Forum, but some days I might 
spend less than 15 minutes. 

An average author can’t write an ebook, publish it, and become rich and famous a year after 
publishing the ebook. While you may be above average in writing and your ebook instantly 
becomes a bestseller without any marketing on your part, the rest of us, myself included, have 
to work a bit harder at reaching an audience. Word of mouth will help spread your ebook, but 
you have to reach that first mouth first.  

Sales Success. 

The situation facing all new authors is the same; no one knows you or anything about you. Sure, 
your friends and family know you are writing ‘something’. Your writing group may know what you 
are writing, but not the woman or her husband in Bald Knob, Arkansas. ( Bald Knob is also a 
place I used in a short story titled “Minnie Tushi meets her love in Bald Knob”, part of a 
collection of weird short stories in my ebook “Dopey Stories”. 

It is the classic chicken and egg question. Which comes first; sales success or author 
recognition? 

Reality check number two: Some authors prefer to hire a person or company to market their 
work for them rather than do it themselves. I have a word for those authors; suckers. Self-
publishing is just that; you do it yourself. It’s very unlikely someone you hire to promote or 
market your ebook will do the job well enough to return the monies spent. If money comes 
rolling in quickly it likely won’t be because of their marketing but because you wrote a great 
book. 

Having said that, I’ll probably receive comments from authors who swear up and down they 
wouldn’t have been successful without hiring a company or person to do all the marketing of 
their ebook(s). Some of the comments may come from failed authors who are now making more 
money marketing ebooks for others than they ever did marketing their own ebooks. 

Let’s say you decide to market through Amazon’s KDP program. Because you want to get paid 
what you feel your time and effort is worth you choose the 70% royalty structure and price your 
book at the minimum price Amazon allows for 70% royalty - $2.99. 

http://smashwords-forum.proboards.com/index.cgi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bald_Knob,_Arkansas
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/30359


70% isn’t always 70% according to Amazon: “If you select the 35 percent royalty option, your 
royalty will be 35 percent of your list price for each unit sold. If you select the 70 percent royalty 
option, your royalty will be 70 percent of the list price (but if we sell at a lower price to match a 
competitor’s price for a digital or physical edition of the book or our price for a physical edition of 
the book, you will receive 70 percent of our sale price) for each eligible book sold to U.S. 
customers, net delivery costs, and 35 percent of the list price for each unit sold to customers 
residing outside the 70% territories listed above. For full details, terms and conditions, see the 
Amazon KDP Pricing Page and their Terms and Conditions.” 

Amazon charges delivery fees for some areas. To quote Amazon, “Delivery Costs are equal to 
the number of megabytes we determine your Digital Book file contains, multiplied by the 
Delivery Cost rate listed below. 

Amazon.com: $0.15/MB, Amazon.co.uk: £0.10/MB, Amazon.de: €0.12/MB, Amazon.fr: 
€0.12/MB, Amazon.es: €0.12/MB, Amazon.it: €0.12/M 

We will round file sizes up to the nearest kilobyte. The minimum Delivery Cost for a Digital Book 
will be $0.01 for sales in US Dollars, £0.01 for sales in GB Pounds, and €0.01 for sales in Euros, 
regardless of file size.” 

So before you sell an ebook of 1MB size your royalty calculation drops from $2.99 to $2.87. 
Some of my ebooks are around 4MB, so at 12 cents a MB delivery cost my royalty calculation 
begins not at $2.99 but at $2.51. Some of my ebooks are slightly over 4MB. From reading 
Amazon’s Pricing Page it looks like Amazon rounds file sizes up, not down, so I lose another 15 
cents right off the top if my ebook size is 4.1MB. 

But what has all this got to do with marketing or hiring someone to market for you? 

Plenty, even if you value your time the same as I do; $20.00 hour. That means for the 10 hours 
a month I spend actually marketing my ebooks I need to earn $200 in sales each month. Some 
authors don’t consider their time marketing worth anything, just a part of doing business. That’s 
fine, but I suggest putting even a $5.00 hour rate on your time will focus much better how you 
market, where you market, and what you market. 

Suppose you hire someone to design your cover for you because you don’t know anything 
about designing covers and perhaps don’t even want to learn. 

Let’s say you get prices between $50.00 and $200.00 and you decide to go with the $50.00 
cover. That’s a lot of ebooks you have to sell just to cover the cover costs, pardon the pun. 

But marketing is something you really don’t want to do, so you read forums and social 
networking sites and find a bunch of nice comments about ProMark, a company name I just 
made up. 

ProMark promises to market your work across thousands of social networking sites, set up your 
own web site, perform all sorts of Search Engine wizardry guaranteed to drive traffic to your web 

https://kdp.amazon.com/self-publishing/help?topicId=A29FL26OKE7R7B
https://kdp.amazon.com/self-publishing/help?topicId=APILE934L348N
https://kdp.amazon.com/self-publishing/help?topicId=A29FL26OKE7R7B


site, send out Press Releases on your fabulous ebook, and do this on a continual monthly basis 
for only $200.00 up front fee and $25.00 per month thereafter. 

Heck, for just $25.00 they’ll convert your ebook and make it available on Amazon for their Kindle 
ereader. For $50.00 they convert your work to an ebook and make it available in print form too. 
For another $25.00 they convert your work and make it available at Barnes & Noble, Apple, 
Sony, Kobo, and libraries. 

What a deal. You write, they do all the heavy lifting, and you just sit back drinking pina colada on 
a beach in Hawaii while your royalty cheques come rolling in like waves. Ahh, the life of an 
author. Whoopee!! 

What a pile of crap. You can do all those things for free and by yourself. 

There is a huge number of authors or author wannabe’s not earning any money from ebooks 
who now ‘help’ new authors with marketing, editing, conversion, etc. because they earn far more 
money for far less work by ‘helping’ new authors than they do trying to sell their own crappy 
ebooks. 

Now don’t include me in that statement above. I’m not ‘helping’ you with any of those things. I’m 
showing you, or will be in a little bit further down, what I did to earn more than 50% of most 
ebook authors according to the survey in the Appendix. And that’s no crap. 

Just a minute, Ted. I’m lost. What the heck does all this chicken and egg stuff about hiring or not 
hiring help, or royalties deductions and things, mean to me as a new author just starting out? 

It means pinch your pennies. Watch what you spend to create your ebook and have faith in your 
own ability to learn to do as much as you can on your own without paying someone to do it for 
you. 

I didn’t know anything about cover design when I first started publishing ebooks, and some 
designers may say I still don’t. But my ebooks sell. They sell steadily each and every month. Will 
I become a celebrity and rich from writing ebooks? Unlikely. But every extra dollar adds food to 
the table and more fun in my life. 

Sure, if your work is 100,000 words and taken your two years to write and you figure it’s worth 
$4.99 or more, then you might want to hire a cover designer for a professional cover. But at 
least think about doing it yourself. Look at other covers that are on best sellers or catch your 
eye, then ask yourself “Could I do something like that?” with photo-editing software and some 
royalty-free images? 

It may seem I’m picking on Amazon when it comes to royalties, but I’m not. They are one of the 
better known ebook sellers and are hugely popular with many authors. Being well-known means 
many new authors will consider using the Amazon KDP program. I just want new authors to 
forget about all the Amazon sizzle and look realistically at the meat of the situation. 



Remember, that $2.99 ebook on Amazon at 70% royalty has that darn delivery fee. If you live 
outside the United States you have to wait until you earn $100 before Amazon will send you a 
cheque, in US funds, which has to clear the banking system before actually being added to your 
account. (Update: Amazon has recently changed it’s payment policy. See Amazon web site for 
payment details.) 

If 50% of authors earn less than $500/year as reported, then you could be waiting quite a while 
before you recover any additional costs like cover design, editing, or marketing when you first 
start out. 

Editing your own work is a great benefit education-wise as well as financial, for editing your own 
work provides lessons in critiquing. These lessons will ultimately enhance all your work. 

Once you’ve edited your own work a few times, let other writers in your writing group review it or 
ask friends who are gifted in writing - and not afraid to call a spade a spade - to review your 
work. 

Getting back to the chicken and egg question of which comes first; sales success or popularity 
as a person. A few authors, a very few, write a great first or second or third ebook and word of 
mouth propels them to celebrity status. You may be such an author. Most authors aren’t, and I 
include myself in that group. 

Keep in mind that earlier quote I wished I’d written - and maybe did if I could only remember; 
“Writing is easy, marketing is the hard part.” 

Later on in this ebook I’ll explain the steps I took to generate sales greater than 50% of authors. 

The majority of ebook authors will never achieve celebrity status and grand financial success. 
That was true with printed books and it holds true with ebooks. Many ebook authors, like myself, 
write ebooks because they enjoy writing. Every author receives great satisfaction in the 
knowledge that sales - even sales as little as 2 or 3 ebooks a month - are recognition of their 
work and a great pat on the back. 

Don’t allow your ego to beat you up for selling only 2 or 3 ebooks a month. There are tons of 
authors who would love to have low but steady sales every month, for they know their work is 
satisfying readers. If your sales are low but steady you will soon see that with a little more 
networking and a little more time your sales will get rolling right along. 

Click these links for information on Smashwords and their Terms of Service. Return to TOC. 

Name recognition. 

How do you become a successful ebook author if nobody knows you’re alive? Getting 
recognition is called brand building. 

Every new author faces the same problem; name recognition. Heck, even authors who have 
been marketing and networking for months struggle to gain some notice amongst the thousands 
of new ebooks being published every week. 

http://www.smashwords.com/about/supportfaq
http://www.smashwords.com/about/tos


Social networking sites like Facebook and Twitter are always mentioned as necessary tools for 
ebook authors. Linkedin, Goodreads, and other social sites are also high on the list of popularity 
for networking by authors. 

Oh! Did you notice the word ‘networking’? Did you notice I didn’t say ‘marketing’ or ‘promotion’? 

Don’t use social networking just for promoting/marketing yourself or your work. Let me repeat 
that. Don’t use social networking just for promoting/marketing yourself or your work. Let me 
repeat that. Don’t use social networking just for promoting/marketing yourself or your work. In 
other words, don’t spam. 

It’s fine to promote yourself or your work(s) once-in-a-while on social networking sites, but geez, 
don’t do it more than once-in-a-while. 

If you want to lose a potential reader, or lots of potential readers, just spam social sites. Readers 
who see your repeated, ugly, awful, boring, putrid pieces of promotions on social sites do what 
thousands of other authors and potential readers do nowadays; remember you and remember 
not to buy your work. 

Spam forums or social networking sites with self-promotion crap and you’ll be remembered 
alright. Remembered as a jerk. 

“Hey! You gotta chek out my great review. Awsome” “Free on Amazon just for today. Check it 
out now.” “im proud of my new kool book. get it now.” “I just published ‘Triple midget love 
festivals’ about my personal dreams. Get it before I change my mind.” 

Spelling errors, text talk instead of proper English, improper use of nouns, adverbs, or 
adjectives, I’ve seen them all come across social networking sites of which I am a member. 

Let me see. You are a writer who wants me to look at your new book and even spend my hard 
earned cash, and you write dribble like that? Yeah. Right. I’ll rush right out and get a vomit bag. 

As an author you want to build a brand around you. You can do that by joining forums or social 
networking sites in which you can use your experience and knowledge to help others. I belong 
to social network writing groups. When I can add something positive to the group like answering 
a question, or posting an interesting question or topic, I do it. I’m not promoting or marketing my 
ebooks at that point, but I’m building my brand. 

Most social networking sites like Goodreads or Linkedin have places for promotion only. Use 
those places to market your brand and your ebooks. 

Amazon, Apple, and some other online retailers have community forums. I stared the 
Smashwords Forum a while back for Smashwords authors to meet, ask questions, and promote 
their works. 

All these forums have good information for new and established authors. You don’t have to join 
just ebook forums, pick forums that interest you and/or can help you in some fashion. 

http://www.goodreads.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/nhome/?_mSplash=1
http://forums.kindledirectpublishing.com/kdpforums/forumindex.jspa
https://discussions.apple.com/index.jspa
http://smashwords-forum.proboards.com/index.cgi


Don’t join a slew of social networking sites or you’ll find yourself spending too much time 
networking and not enough time on writing or your own life. 

Use the Signature area in your email, social networking Profiles, and forum Profiles to promote 
your works and your blog. Every email I send has links to my blog, the Smashwords Forum, and 
a link to a list of all my ebooks on Smashwords. Some social networking sites and forums allow 
Profiles to contain links to a blog or other web page or pages. Use your Signature as a silent 
seller of your brand and your ebooks. 

If you take just one thing from this book, be it this; writing and selling ebooks is about making 
friends, or as some people call it, networking. If you make friends with people first, then in all 
likelihood they will look at your new work and possibly tell their friends. Don’t be shy, make 
friends. A recommendation from a friend is often the best recommendation. Return to TOC. 

Good and bad reviews. 

Reality check number three. Great reviews of any ebook should be taken with a mountain of 
salt. I don’t mean great reviews that are done by readers who are well-recognized as honest 
reviewers, but fraudulent ones. 

How do you tell a fraudulent review? One ‘author’, and I use that word disgustingly in his case, 
made up aliases for hotmail, gmail, etc. and gave himself glowing reviews of his many works. 
Problem was he was dumber than a bargeful of gravel. He copied the same frigging review, 
spelling errors and all, and pasted them into his multiple reviews under multiple names. Anyone 
checking the reviewer or the author could easily tell he was full of crap, just like his ebooks. 

Another so-called author wrote glowing reviews, almost poetic reviews he was so enthralled with 
himself, about his 80,000 plus word ebook. He wrote it under an alias for Amazon, then changed 
aliases and posted the same review on Smashwords. He too was dumber than gravel. He 
posted these glowing reviews the same day he uploaded his ebook. Problem is that 
Smashwords gives the date of review. In this case it showed up on Smashwords as reviewed 
the day of purchase and on the day of upload. 

Hmmmm. An 80,000 word ebook uploaded, downloaded and read in the same day as the 
effusive, or should I say effluent, review? Yeaaah, I’ll believe that review. I’ll also believe that 
book is full of crap. 

New authors, or well established authors for that matter, should never write their own reviews, 
should never swap reviews for other authors, and should never hire a marketing company or 
publishing company who offers positive reviews for a positive fee. 

What’s wrong with authors swapping reviews? There is too much temptation to swap positively 
flattering reviews. I should know about positive-only reviews. I resigned as a 2012 Global ebook 
award judge because only positive reviews were allowed by the organizers. You can read my 
blog post on that issue, and my Goodreads posting which has a reply from the founder of the 
Global Ebook Awards. 

http://smashwords-forum.proboards.com/index.cgi
http://punzhupuzzles.wordpress.com/2012/03/06/ive-resigned-as-2012-global-ebook-awards-judge/
http://www.goodreads.com/author_blog_posts/2180949-i-ve-resigned-as-2012-global-ebook-awards-judge


Don’t start fretting over no reviews or even bad reviews of your work. Some bad reviews can be 
just plain bullturd by dolts who enjoy writing bad reviews of any book. A few ebook retailers 
allow anyone who joins their site to post a review of a book, whether they’ve bought it there or 
not. These retailers are ripe for bad reviews, especially by angry ex-girlfriends or boyfriends, ex-
wives, other authors, or bored nitwits who think it’s brilliant to post bad reviews. 

Bad reviews do encourage authors to consider the review and make changes when the negative 
review clearly points out mistakes. 

You may have accidently run two paragraphs together and never caught the mistake. A 
reviewer may point this out in the review, thus giving you the opportunity to correct the error. 
Once corrected you can update the revision, and write a comment on fixing the error so future 
viewers will see it has been fixed and that you care enough about your work to read comments 
and act quickly upon them. 

One of my puzzle ebooks got a 1-star rating from a well respected reviewer. He felt it wasn’t a 
puzzle ebook, at least “not the puzzle ebook I was looking for” he said, and suggested it would 
be good for scrabble players who want to increase their vocabulary. My description of the ebook 
explained precisely that; readers could build their vocabulary by using their logic and language 
skills to solve these word puzzles. 

Funny thing is, even with the 1-star rating I still get sales every month from people who read the 
sample pages and liked them enough to spend their money. 

A few sales every month isn’t the fast-track to fame and fortune. But it only takes one reader 
who becomes your evangelist and spreads the word. Remember the tortoise and the hare? 
Slow and steady will win the ebook race. 

I’ve gotten 5 star and 1 star ratings for the same ebook. You will too. Below are some Kindle 
reviews for my free picture ebook for children titled “If I Had A Car”. 

Kimberly J. Karas review: 

Glad it was free. I can't say that I liked or disliked "If I Had a Car" but I thought a free book for 
the kindle that my son might enjoy was worth a try. He had no interest in it. 

N. Marquez review: 

Great book for toddlers. My 3 year old loves it! So much that she has now knows it by heart, I 
have to hide my kindle since she's always looking for it to read this book over and over.....loves 
the rhymes! 

*** 

If I Had A Car has 11 reviews from Kindle owners as of this date of writing, and a 3.5 out of 5 
star rating on Amazon. It is ranked number 957 in the Kindle Store as of this date. You can find 
the book at most ebook retailers, or just type my name - Ted Summerfield - in the search box of 
any major online book seller to return a list of my ebooks. 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B005H4V4M2
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B005H4V4M2


Here’s reviews of the same ebook at Barnes & Noble. Same ebook, different reviews than 
Amazon. 

*** 

My experience with Amazon Kindle seems to differ from other authors I’ve read about publishing 
on Amazon through the Amazon KDP program. 

Amazon Kindle owners are the highest downloaders of my free ebooks but way down the list for 
sales. On the other hand, Apple, Barnes & Noble, and Kobo have very few downloads of my 
free ebooks compared to Amazon, but far outpace Amazon for sales. Some authors on my 
Smashwords Forum have reported more sales on Amazon than B&N. 

I recommend all new authors be on Amazon KDP as well as Smashwords or similar ebook 
distribution systems. Note: I’m not in the KDP Select Program but if you choose to add your 
ebook(s) to Amazon KDP Select program you lock yourself into Amazon only, due to the Select 
programs exclusivity clause. You may read information on the Select program down near the 
bottom of their Terms Of Service. 

Authors in the KDP Select program have to remove their ebooks from Apple, Barnes & Noble, 
Sony, Kobo, Smashwords, or any other retailer excluded by Amazon. Some authors choose to 
deal exclusively with Amazon, and some authors choose to deal with a large number of 
retailers. It’s a personal choice. 

Remember, reviews at different ebook retailers for the same ebook can be wildly varying. Don’t 
be upset if you get a few bad reviews. 

Every author wants all reviews to be wonderfully positive, but this never happens. Authors just 
starting out publishing ebooks should not be disheartened by the occasional bad review. Return 
to TOC. 

What’s popular. 

Word count and sales data 

Mark Coker, founder of Smashwords, used Smashwords data to arrive at this conclusion: longer 
ebooks are more popular by readers. Ebooks with a word count between 118,000 and 124,000 
were in the top 25 sellers for their genre; ebooks with 120,00 -124,000 were in the top 10. 

60% of top 20 bestsellers on Smashwords contained a minimum of 100,000 words. 

Romance readers prefer 80,000 words. 

Mark published this data and more at the RT Booklovers convention in May of 2012. You may 
view his complete slide presentation containing more data for authors at this link. 

 

 

http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/if-i-had-a-car-ted-summerfield/1104361841?ean=2940011389658
http://smashwords-forum.proboards.com/index.cgi
https://kdp.amazon.com/self-publishing/help?topicId=APILE934L348N
http://www.slideshare.net/Smashwords/how-data-driven-decisionhow-datadriven-decisions-might-help-authors-reach-more-readers


Genre popularity 

Earlier I wrote about how more than 50% of authors earn less than $500 per year. That same 
article looked at the popularity of various genres and drew these conclusions: 

Romance authors earned 170% more than their peers, while authors in other genres fared much 
worse: science-fiction writers earned 38% of the $10,000 average, fantasy writers 32%, and 
literary fiction authors just 20% of the $10,000 average. 

Let me add this before you rush to your computer and change your literary fiction work to 
romance; statistics and surveys are like sewers, for they both contain a lot of crap. Surveys and 
statistics should be viewed with a healthy dose of skepticism, and never used on their own for 
decision making. Return to TOC. 

Quality not quantity. 

There are authors who publish ebooks solely for the money. They could care less about 
storyline, punctuation, spelling or grammar. All they want is a long list of ebooks with lots of 
positive reviews, many if not all reviews by themselves under various aliases for readers to see 
and then buy their ebooks. 

You may have sampled such an ebook. These ‘authors’ sometimes sell 8-24 page ebooks for 
$2.99 on Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Smashwords and other retailers under the science fiction, 
fantasy, erotic or another genre. 

These same ‘authors’ will copy/paste sections from some of their ebooks, say sci-fi, and create 
a new ebook for the gullible public. Same crap. Different pile. 

These ‘authors’ will write under several aliases to hide the piles of crap they are shifting around 
by cutting and pasting sections of several ebooks. 

These ‘authors’ may create 50, 100, 200 ebooks using aliases and cutting and pasting sections 
from one ebook to another. 

Please create value for yourself and your readers by writing great ebooks. Please don’t be a 
volume vulture. 

I met an author at my writers group who falls into this category of volume versus value. He had 
been invited to speak to our writers group about publishing print and ebooks. He was touted as 
an expert with many ebooks and printed books under his wing. He was written up in the local 
paper, inviting the public to come and learn from his fountain of wisdom. 

My background in broadcast journalism caused me to smell a rat, so I checked him out on the 
Internet prior to the meeting. Yup. Rat. To me this ‘author’ represented many of the things wrong 
with ebook publishing nowadays. 



I was not impressed by his presentation. He boasted of being close to attaining his goal of 100 
books this year, of how authors could earn astronomical sums by simply publishing more 
ebooks and print books. He even had spreadsheet data to back up these financial forecasts. 

One man in the audience did question his royalty calculations, implying in his question that 
garbage in is garbage out. 

The next day I wrote a blog piece about this ‘author’ and his personal appearance at our group. 
The title of the article is “When the sizzle fizzles”. 

I have nothing against authors using an alias as his/her name on an ebook or print book. More 
than one male is publishing ebooks under a female name, and vice versa as far as I know. 
Perhaps the man who spoke to my writing group has changed his aliases and continues to flog 
his fluff. 

What I do object to is an author creating a bevy of aliases for the sole purpose of selling similar 
ebooks containing cut and paste passages from other works authored under one of his/her 
aliases. Or putting together cut and paste ebooks using ‘stuff’ from previously published works, 
only this time publishing under two pen names when those ‘authors’ are the same person. I 
have no problem with an author using his/her own name and a pen name on an ebook when 
such a situation fits the purpose, for at least a true name is being used rather than two pen 
names. 

Reality check number four. Write a great ebook before spending your expected future 
royalties. 

Readers want great ebooks and are willing to pay a reasonable fee for a pleasurable reading 
experience. There are a kazzilion books and ebooks on writing so I won’t get into that area, but 
here are a few thing you can do to help create a great ebook. 

Join a writers group. Get a copy of ‘The Elements of Style’ by Strunk and White. Have a good 
dictionary or two handy, also some writing handbooks or guides, and a thesaurus. Pick a genre 
for your work and read popular authors in that genre. Join one of the many online forums for 
authors and writers, like my Smashwords Forum. 

Download Style Guides from Smashwords, like their Smashwords Style Guide PDF file, or from 
Amazon. Amazon requires you have their Kindle for PC or Kindle for Mac software, or a Kindle 
device to read their Building Your Book For Kindle style guide. 

Authors uploading ebooks directly to Apple, those owning an Apple and not using Smashwords 
to distribute their ebooks to Apple, should check Apple Support iBooks Community Forum for 
help regarding formatting and ebook creation for their particular Apple software program. 

Most companies converting ebooks accept MSWord files, but you can also use free software 
like LibreOffice, a free replacement for Microsoft Office, and then save files as a MSWord .doc 
file for conversion. 

http://punzhupuzzles.wordpress.com/2012/04/20/author-russ-crossley-at-the-murrayville-library-sheesh/
http://smashwords-forum.proboards.com/index.cgi
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/52
http://www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html/ref=kcp_pc_mkt_lnd?docId=1000426311
http://www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html/ref=kcp_mac_mkt_lnd?docId=1000464931
http://www.amazon.com/Building-Your-Book-Kindle-ebook/dp/B007URVZJ6
https://discussions.apple.com/community/books
http://www.libreoffice.org/


Building name recognition. 

So how do you get yourself and your ebooks known when nobody knows you, and when you 
are competing against hundreds of thousands to millions of other authors? 

Below is what I did before publishing my first ebook through Smashwords. I’m not suggesting 
this is the only way or even the best way to begin establishing a brand name for yourself, but it 
worked for me. 

I have to mention I had a brand name advantage over many new authors. For several years 
before I decided to publish ebooks through Smashwords I had operated several forums and had 
a web site where visitors could download puzzles and puzzle magazines. I had already created 
a bit of a brand name for my puzzles before I stated with Smashwords. I closed my puzzle web 
site a year or two before opening my Wordpress blog, but before closing I made a post telling 
everyone I was closing site for a year or two and would return. When I did reopen my puzzle site 
I used the same name for the new blog site, Punzhu Puzzles, which I later changed to Punzhu 
Puzzles aka Ted Summerfield. I ran the WordPress blog site for 2-3 years before publishing my 
first fee-based ebook through Smashwords, thereby gathering a following which may purchase 
an ebook. 

1) Research ebooks. 

I visited sites related to ebooks and read as much as possible about ebooks in as short a period 
of time possible. What I was looking for was: 1) what do I need to publish an ebook using the 
software I already own; 2) what formatting guides were recommended; 3) what problems were 
authors having with different ebook retailers/distributors and was it because of the system or the 
author; 4) were authors still having problems getting recognition and sales, and if so had anyone 
found a solution (the answer to that is still being sought today) and; 5) what ebook distributing 
companies were the fastest growing and most likely to gain traction. 

Read books and/or ebooks in the genre’s in which you are writing or considering writing. 
Understand your competition and how you will differentiate yourself from the pack. 

2) Determine what you would use as freebies to attract an audience. 

I owned a small bistro in BC, Canada, for a few years before my arthritis created difficulties 
requiring multiple surgeries. I had recipes I could put into an ebook, so there was one possibility. 
I also enjoyed making puzzles like word searches, sudoku, and word games. I could put puzzles 
into ebook form. Now I had two possibilities. I had written and performed puppet shows with my 
family. I could write stories for children. That made three possibilities. 

Cooking and puzzles are very popular on the Internet. After doing a little research I discovered 
that free stuff on cooking and free puzzles seemed to be the most popular. Duh. 

I had CorelDraw and Microsoft Word. I could create PDF’s from both. I decided to create 
puzzles in CorelDraw and save them as PDF’s. The recipes I could create in MSWord and use 
that for my ebook. 



Use what software you have so you don’t have to spend any more money. If you don’t have 
MSWord then use a free program like LibreOffice. It is an Microsoft Office replacement and 
works quite well. I use it to check and correct problems which occur now and then with MSWord 
when I’ve uploaded an ebook to Smashwords or Amazon and had errors in the conversion. 

Success for an author is through building relationships. Use things you are passionate about 
and share those on your blog or web site. Success usually doesn’t come overnight, so give your 
web site or blog some time to build steady traffic. Instant success usually comes after years of 
hard work. Then people say, “Lucky guy. Everything just falls into his lap”. Yeah. Right. 

I’m a former reporter and love news. A lot of things on my blog aren’t related to puzzles or 
ebooks, but instead are a potpourri of news stories, cartoons, and other ‘stuff’ that I find 
interesting and hope others do as well. 

I don’t get thousands visiting my site every day, and I wasn’t expecting I would. I get a steady 
stream of between 30 and 120 unique visitors every day. Nowadays the visitor count is between 
60 and 200 unique visitors each day, they spend 8-10 minutes on my site, visit a minimum of 3 
pages per visit, and the click-through rate varies between 35% and 75% per day. The click-
through rate refers to the times a visitor clicks on a link to a free sample of my ebooks, or a link 
to a retail store displaying my works, or to my Smashwords Forum, or downloads one of my free 
ebooks. That doesn’t include the hundreds of spammers and search engine bots hitting the blog 
site every day. A few people like my site enough to follow it or comment/like one of my blog 
posts. 

3) Create freebies. 

To attract an audience I needed something to give them. I spent a few months creating puzzle 
ebooks in PDF format and writing my free cookbook. I titled it “A Cookbook By Ted”. Pretty 
original, eh. Using CorelDraw I created the cover. 

Living in Canada meant I could get an ISBN for free. An ISBN is the number identifying your 
book in stores and libraries. You need one for Apple and some other retailers. At this time you 
don’t need one for Amazon. Smashwords provides ISBN’s for free to its authors, other 
distributors/retailers may do the same. If you are a Canadian then click this link for information 
on free ISBN’s for Canadians. (UPDATE: ISBN’s are not required for ebooks nowadays, those 
selling at major online retailers. Check libraries and other ebook sites for information on ISBN 
requirements.) 

During those months I was creating my freebies I was also working on my first $0.99 ebook. 
This was to be a puzzle ebook titled “4-Letter Words”. Upon reflection that was a dumb title, for 
it led to the possibility of confusing people that it was an ebook about four-letter words instead of 
a puzzle where you create four-letter words from another word or phrase. Oh well. It was my 
first ebook. 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/21518
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/ciss-ssci/index-e.html
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/14699


4-Letter Words contains 320 puzzles and sells for 99 cents. It’s not a great seller, like my other 
puzzle ebooks, because electronic puzzle games and apps are all over the place and free. But it 
steadily sells some copies every month and is available at most online retailers. 

After a few months I had a number of puzzle ebooks in PDF format I could give away on my 
blog, a cookbook I could convert on Smashwords and get it into most major ebook retailers, plus 
a fee-based puzzle book I could also upload to Smashwords when I felt the time was ripe. 

Now I had both free and paid content for my future audience. By now my new Punzhu Puzzles 
blog had been running a couple of years and was beginning to get a good following.  

4) Find the easiest way for you to gather an audience. 

Some authors may be quite familiar with running a blog, web site or social networking system, 
and will have no problem creating something to attract an audience. Other authors might not 
know the difference between a blog and glob. 

For authors with no experience at running at web site or a blog I would suggest a free blog from 
Wordpress.com. That’s what I use and here is how I arrived at that decision. 

I looked around at all the different ways to attract an audience for little or no money up front. The 
choices boiled down to web sites or a blog. I had created web sites in the past, so was quite 
familiar with the various web site development systems available. I hadn’t created a blog, so I 
looked into that way of reaching an audience. 

I decided on a blog for two reasons. One, it was easy. Two, the one I chose was very well-know 
and very high up on search engine rankings, had been working out bugs for quite a while, was 
free, and I didn’t have to do all the behind the scenes administration work running the blog. All I 
had to do was sign up, name my blog, use the default template or choose another, and I would 
be ready to go. 

But I needed content for the blog. What would I write for my first post on my new blog? I had 
named the site Punzhu Puzzles, so I thought puzzles should be the first post. Duh. 

By the way, Punzhu Puzzles is named after my former Rottweiler/German Shepherd cross. I 
had retrieved him from a local pound when he was 2 years old. When I walked along the 
kennels holding the various dogs he started leaping straight up in the air, like he was on a 
trampoline. He jumped so high off all fours his nose and mine were nose to nose. Yikes. I had to 
have him. 

I paid the pound fee and walked him to the truck. I opened the driver side door and he hopped 
right in and sat on the passenger seat awaiting my entry. 

I got in, put on my seat belt, started the truck, and gave him a rub on his head. He came right 
over to me, turned turtle, and placed the back of his head on my lap. All he wanted was belly 
rubs. He was the perfect dog. 



I only had him a little while before my wife cleaned out our joint bank accounts and filed for 
divorce. During the divorce proceedings my future ex-wife refused to comply with multiple court 
orders to turn over bank records as to what she had done with all the money she had removed. 
The amount was not a trivial sum. 

One day when I was talking with my son, who was 17 at this time, he told me Liz had taken 
Punzhu up to the local vet and had him killed. She had told the vet, the South Burnaby 
Veterinary Clinic, that Punzhu had bitten a postman and she had been ordered to put the dog 
down. She had my dog killed during the period she was refusing to comply with court orders 
requiring her to reveal locations of the missing money. 

Both myself and my lawyer checked with the Post Office to validate the claim by Liz was a lie. 
Neither the postman or any person in the Post Office had said Punzhu had to be put down. Liz 
just lied in order to kill my dog. There is a special place in Hell for people who hurt dogs and 
children. 

I miss his spirit every day, and named the puzzles I make in his honour. 

A few months after 4-Letter Words was published I completed my first fiction story, based in 
parts upon my divorce. I had begun writing it several years ago as a sort of therapy, and 
decided to finally finish it and hand it over to some friends for proofreading and editing 
suggestions. I titled this ebook “Final Decree. A Dead Dog Divorce”. It sells fairly steadily. Okay, 
enough about my divorce. Time to get back to why you’re reading this ebook. 

I needed content for any blog I would set up. I went through the collection of puzzles I had 
created, used CorelDraw to assembled them, then saved the final product as PDF puzzle 
magazines. I made up about 6 magazines before I started my blog. These I would give away on 
my blog to drive traffic to it. 

I signed on with Wordpress.com, called my blog Punzhu Puzzles (which I later changed by 
adding my name to it), and was up and running in a couple of minutes. 

If you clicked on the Punzhu Puzzles link above and visited my blog you will have seen, on the 
right side of the blog page, thumbnail images of my ebooks. These images are linked to their 
respective place on Smashwords so visitors to my blog can view samples of my work, download 
the free ones, or purchase the ones I have for sale. 

The images are delivered to my blog from my personal web page I set up through my Internet 
provider Shaw Cable, here in Canada. Check with your Internet service provider and see if they 
offer free personal web pages for their customers. If they do, then find out how to setup your 
own web page and how to upload images or other ‘stuff’ to your personal web page. 

If your Internet service provider doesn’t offer personal web sites or a free place for you to upload 
images, there are image storage sites on the Internet that allow you to link just the image to your 
blog. Check the WordPress Forums for help on WordPress, linking images to your blog, and 
recommendations as to which image storage service you should use. 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/21071
http://wordpress.com/
http://punzhupuzzles.wordpress.com/
http://punzhupuzzles.wordpress.com/
http://en.forums.wordpress.com/


I use my personal web page for storing images and showing a few things about my ebooks. I 
don’t actively use it for promotion or marketing. It’s mainly there to hold images that I can link to 
when needed at some other site, like my blog. Any free picture sharing site should allow the 
same abilities. 

The theme I use for Punzhu Puzzles is called Twenty Eleven. It’s free and available from the 
huge list of themes for WordPress blogs. Find a theme you like, or several themes, and play 
around with them before uploading your first post. 

For the next six to eight months I promoted my free puzzle magazines available on my blog, and 
about a year later my free cookbook ebook available at Smashwords and its retail partners. 

It was only a couple of months after publishing my free cookbook that there were twenty to thirty 
daily visitors to my blog. I felt that was enough visitors to generate one or two sales a week or a 
month of my first paid ebook on Smashwords, 4-Letter Words, for $0.99. 

It seemed to take forever before someone bought a copy of my first ebook. It didn’t take long 
though, a few days, but those first few days seemed like years to me. “This is a great 
cookbook”, “It’s cheap”, “Why isn’t anyone buying it?”, went through my head those first few 
days before a sale finally appeared. You will be as thrilled as I was to see that first sale. 
Whoopee! Vindication!!! A pat on the back from someone!!! 

A couple of months after 4-Letter Words hit the Internet I published my divorce-based ebook 
“Final Decree. A Dead Dog Divorce”, and a couple of days after that my free cookbook ebook. 
That was when sales really began to roll along. I should have done things backwards the first 
time. 

Please learn from my mistake; publish free ebooks first to build your brand and create an 
awaiting audience for your fee-based ebook. 

Recently I’ve created an Author Page on Facebook. I don’t know if it will generate any sales or 
not, but it does give me another opportunity to meet new people and perhaps develop a 
conversation with them. 

Another thing I discovered during the years I’ve been publishing through Smashwords; series 
sell, multiple ebooks sell. Single ebook authors seldom make any significant amount of money. 

5) Pricing your ebook. 

You’ve built your brand and now have to decide what price to set for your ebook. You’ve spent 
three years on your masterpiece and perhaps hundreds of dollars in editing and cover design, 
so you feel it’s worth $6.99 or even $9.99 like the top print publishers are charging for their 
authors. For a new and unknown author, pricing an ebook like top print publishers is a complete 
waste of time and effort. 

Many authors on Amazon KDP price their works at $2.99 and above so that they will earn the 
70% royalty rate. Others, like myself, offer works for $0.99 or $1.99 on Amazon and earn 35% 

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/21071
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/21518
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Author-Page-for-Ted-Summerfield/91672671392


royalty. Anything under $2.99 on Amazon is pretty much in the dead zone for sales on Amazon. 
While Amazon is the lowest selling retailer for my ebooks doesn’t mean Amazon will be the 
lowest for you. It only means for my ebooks in my price range Amazon is a dead zone for sales. 
Amazon leads all other retailers for downloads of my free ebooks, but is lowest for sales. Barnes 
& Noble, Apple, and Kobo hardly have any free downloads each month, but provide the highest 
sales by a huge margin over other retailers/outlets. 

Pricing is always a tough decision and no one has the formula for pricing ebooks, so look at 
what other authors in your genre are asking for their ebooks. An author generally wants more for 
their work than a reader wants to pay because of the emotional involvement of the author in 
giving birth to his or her creation. 

You know it’s easily worth $9.99, but after 6 months and no sales you decide to lower the price. 
But what price now? If you cut it in half to $4.99 will it still sell when other books in your genre 
are offered at $2.99 to $0.99? 

If you cut the price from $9.99 to $2.99 will it signal to readers that your ebook isn’t worth 1/3 
what you thought it was worth, and therefore kill sales altogether? It is unlikely any readers are 
watching and waiting for a high-priced work to drop in price, so I think it’s safe to drop prices as 
much as you want. 

There are new authors who only offer free ebooks, and if those ebooks are great ebooks then 
they are often at the top of all the ebook retailers sites. The author may do this to attract a 
mainstream publisher, or hopes for a movie deal. 

There are new authors who price their books at $0.99 with the hope attracting lots of readers, 
and there are new authors pricing their works at $2.99 for the same reason. 

Bottom line is it’s your ebook and only you can decide what price you want to charge. 



 

Selling your ebooks direct to readers. 

This year I’ve decided to also offer my ebooks in PDF format direct to readers using a company 
called Gumroad. I chose Gumroad over PayPal because Gumroad has lower fees, a quick and 
clean way to upload your works, you can offer free ebooks, you can offer ebooks in any format, 
and it automatically produces the code for promoting your work on any web site/blog. 

Why PDF and not all the other formats? My ebooks are mainly picture ebooks for children and 
puzzle ebooks. These genres are perfectly suited to PDF, especially my picture ebooks for 
children which contain - in the Appendix - several pages of large black and white images a 
reader may print out and colour. 

You may view the list of my ebooks on Gumroad at this link. NOTE: The link displays a list of my 
ebooks, but covers only. There are about 40 ebook covers now, so you may have to scroll down 
the page several times to allow the site to update all the covers. Clicking on any cover takes to 
you to the page for that ebook. 

Gumroad makes it easy for anyone with a product to sell  to sell it direct to potential purchasers. 
Any author or artist or musician should consider using Gumroad for direct sales. 

I’m in the process a building another web site for promoting my ebooks. I like to code in HTML, 
so I don’t use any of those cookie-cutter automatic web site builders. But that is me. Readers 
should use whichever method is best suited to their experience. 

I’ve chosen a company called AlterVista for my new web site dedicated to promotion only. I 
decided to go with AlterVista after reading several review sites comparing free web site building 
sites and seeing that AlterVista had the most of what I wanted and was free, plus I could earn 
extra income through any advertising should I choose to do so. 

It is a combination site, in that you can code HTML yourself if you like or use one of their 
already-to-go blogs or web site builders. To quote their site: 

“WordPress, Drupal, Joomla, ZenPhoto, Phpbb and AlterPages let you manage your website 
according to your expertise level and need. 

A Portal or a photo gallery, showcase site or a forum, skilled or not: there's space for 
everyone!!!” 

I chose to upload via ftp a HTML template I’d used years ago and modified the code for the 
purposes I need to promote/market my ebooks. I wanted search engines to pick up more data 
on my ebooks and links and expand the potential reach of my brand. I also wanted a site which I 
can link to from my blog and which will display all my ebooks in one place. 

AlterVista has an English and an Italian landing page. The English version is available by 
clicking on the “English version” link at the top right of landing page. To save you the trouble of 
finding the English page you can go direct to it at this link. 

https://gumroad.com/
https://gumroad.com/tedsebooks
http://en.altervista.org/


 

Summary. 

1) Build trust and a following. 

Most authors publish first then market as an afterthought. That may work for some new authors, 
but marketing your brand first will provide a built-in audience when you do announce your first 
ebook. This ebook is about doing it backwards to gain an audience before publishing. 

Many authors hate marketing, perhaps because they think of it only as marketing. What you are 
really doing is sharing your passion for something and having fun doing it. Remember not to 
spam, but to share useful information or even weird information. 

Join social networking sites and forums to begin building your brand. Forums you join don’t have 
to be about writing, they could be about anything you have a passion for and could contribute to 
the forum. 

Some readers may have a presence now on Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, Goodreads, or other 
social networking sites or forums. Much of the preliminary brand building is therefore in place 
and you can continue building relationships prior to announcing your free ebook or fee-based 
ebook. 

2) Create some free content for your blog and web site before establishing it. Start working on 
a free ebook. Just make sure you have sufficient content ready to go when you create your new 
blog or web site. 

Nothing is worse for you or a visitor to your blog or web site than finding the site is under 
construction and has been for days, weeks, or months. 

Don’t rush and publish the first idea of what want to write about on your blog. Take a few days to 
think about it. You want to make a good first impression so visitors to your site tell others about 
it. 

Write a blog about matters which interest you and appeal to a large group; don’t just use it to 
sell your ebooks. 

When a viewer finds a topic on your blog they like they can share it with multiple social 
networking sites like Twitter or Facebook or Linkedin. This approach to developing your brand is 
much more viral than just having a blog about your ebook. 

Note about ebook blogs. Some authors have blogs or web sites for their ebooks as a way to 
connect with readers. I’d wait to start an ebook blog or web site until your ebook is popular 
enough that it will draw an active audience to post questions. 

Your ebook blog/web site could look a bit embarrassing if you only have a few comments and 
they are all two months or two years old. 



Having said that, there are authors who create an ebook blog or web site and gather a good 
number of readers due to the author being well-known on networking sites or as a celebrity. 

3) Write a free ebook and a fee-based ebook as you promote your brand through your blog 
and social networking sites. 

If you already have a fee-based ebook ready to go on Smashwords, Amazon or other outlets, 
then begin a second fee-based ebook or both a free and fee-based ebook while you are building 
up an audience for your ebook and building your brand. 

4) Write your first free ebook and publish it on Smashwords, not Amazon. Amazon doesn’t 
allow a free ebook unless it is free at other retailers, so if your free ebook isn’t already listed at 
other retailers you can’t publish that free ebook on Amazon. One of Amazon’s many catch 22’s. 

Once your free ebook is in stores like Apple, Barnes & Noble and Smashwords, then join 
Amazon KDP and upload your ebook to them. Remember to meet Amazon Style Guide 
requirements before uploading to KDP. 

Amazon doesn’t accept free ebooks, so you’ll have to set the price at $0.99 and let the Amazon 
robot crawl the Internet looking for retailers offering it for free. Amazon should change the price 
from $0.99 to $0.00 within a few weeks. If the price hasn’t changed in three to four weeks you’ll 
have to contact Amazon Support. Amazon does allow viewers to click on a button to report 
finding the work at a lower price elsewhere. Use it. 

Amazon also has a print book arm called CreateSpace. It is a Print On Demand company. 
Some authors use both CreateSpace and KDP ebooks to publish their works. Ebooks outsell all 
printed books on Amazon, especially the POD books from self-published authors, but you may 
want to look into it at some time. 

Have your first fee-based ebook ready to go on Smashwords two months after your free ebook 
is published. 

Give your free ebook time to work its magic before uploading your first fee-based ebook (Please 
learn from my mistake of fee first, free second. Boy, was that dumb. But I was just too excited 
about getting my first paid ebook out.) 

You want to build a following, so try to be patient. I always publish first on Smashwords then a 
month or two later on Amazon. I use Twitter, Linkedin, Goodreads, Facebook, my blog and the 
Smashwords Forum to announce my new works and to re-announce existing works. Remember 
not to spam, so if a Linkedin or Goodreads group doesn’t allow self-promotion then abide by 
their rules. 

I suggest waiting 2 months after your first ebook before offering your second in order to give 
your first ebook a chance to breath and get its legs. If you have several ebooks ready to go, 
then set the pace which suits you best. 



5) Repeat the steps. Continue building your brand and your audience while crafting another 
ebook. By continually building relationships through your blog or web site, at forums and social 
networking sites, you will slowly build a wider audience and a wider brand recognition for your 
ebooks. 

6) Be patient. Very few authors write an ebook and become rich and famous within a year. Yes, 
you hear about this happening from time to time. No, it doesn’t happen all the time. In fact it 
seldom happens. Many authors wait two or three years before earning any significant amount of 
money. 

You may be the one in a million author who does become rich and famous within a year, but if 
you are like the rest of us who aren’t rich and famous you will learn to be patient and know that, 
with a great book and with time, the money will start to come. 

Just be patient, and remember that 

 

doing it backwards may work well for you. 

Appendix 

1) 50% of authors earn less than 500 dollars a year. Source is May, 2012 article in the Guardian 
newspaper. Read it here. 

2) The Smashwords Book Marketing Guide 

3) The Smashwords Style Guide 

4) The Secrets to Ebook Publishing Success 

5) Building Your Book For Kindle 

6) LibreOffice. A free Microsoft Office replacement. 

7) Gimp. A free Photoshop replacement for doing digital image editing. 

8) Calibre ebook management. Free. Highly recommended for checking/reading all ebook 
formats including Kindle and converting between all ebook formats. 

9) Kindle for PC or Kindle for Mac (Required for accessing Kindle ebooks on PC or Mac if you 
don’t own a Kindle ereader.) 

10) My ebooks on Apple iTunes, Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Diesel, Kobo, Smashwords, Sony. 
WH Smith, plus other retailers in numerous countries around the world. 
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http://www.kobobooks.com/search/search.html?q=%22ted%20summerfield%22&
http://www.smashwords.com/profile/view/puzzles
http://ebookstore.sony.com/author/ted-summerfield_177196?&page=1&perpage=25&sortDirection=0&filters=4294422533+
http://www.whsmith.co.uk/CatalogAndSearch/SearchWithinCategory.aspx?gq=ted+summerfield&cat=%5Ceb_eBooks


11) PDF’s for PC’s, Mac’s, and anyone wishing to easily print out my puzzles or ebooks for 
children are available from Smashwords. 

12) The Smashwords Forum. 

13) My blog, Ted Summerfield aka Punzhu Puzzles. 

14) Goodreads, Linkedin, Facebook, Twitter. 

https://www.smashwords.com/profile/view/puzzles
http://smashwords-forum.proboards.com/index.cgi
http://punzhupuzzles.wordpress.com/
http://www.goodreads.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/nhome/?_mSplash=1
http://www.facebook.com/
https://twitter.com/



